
Academic Scheduling Resources Meeting 
Minutes 

January 18, 2012  
 
Attendees: 
Kristopher Penrose, Karen Mitchell, Leslie Corcoran, Lita Patel, Ana Austin, Nita 
Johnson, Dora Andersen, Cori Spencer, Lucy Breza, Marybelle Foster, Norma DeCallata, 
Evelyn Garcia, Angela Hicks, Kimberly Davis, Margel Torrence, Annie Montes, Rocky 
Sanchez, Sandra Gutierrez, Diane Carter, Ashley Ly, Pamela Marsh 
 
Agenda:  

1. Summer Enrollment; Permission Numbers – L. Corcoran 
2.  Dashboard Update – D. Carter 
3.  Questions/Answers – All 
 

1.  Summer Enrollment; Permission Numbers – Leslie Corcoran 
 
Leslie said there was a misinterpretation of the policy for summer quarter; this has now 
been clarified.   Definitions are delineated on the handout Leslie provided (“Clarification 
Regarding Summer Quarter Attendance”).  On the Registrar’s Office web site, look on 
Policies & Policies, Stop Out for students on the webpage to delineate.  Summer is only 
not counted when it is the 3rd quarter a student is to return.  If they stop out spring and 
summer, they must return in the fall.  See details on the web page and handout. 
 
For any student issues that come up or if anyone is misinformed or confused, they can 
contact Leslie Corcoran or Cynthia Chatfield to resolve these issues.  They will be 
moving forward in implementing this policy and its interpretation. 
 
There is a huge shift in how permission numbers are programmed.   New permission 
numbers…any boxed checked will override it; unchecking means it will not allow 
students to override those things.  A handful of faculty could not see permission numbers 
from their roster.  Maria thinks it may have been how permission numbers were set up in 
the departments.  Margel thought when she generated permission numbers they wouldn’t 
be seen by faculty…but faculty saw some of them.  Ashley said that permission numbers 
only go up to a certain number through Registrar’s, but she wasn’t sure of exact number.  
Leslie will check on this.  It will max out at that number and faculty will not see any.  
Margel thought it was totally restricted it but evidently this isn’t the case.   
 
Leslie Corcoran and Cynthia Chatfield are listed as contacts since Nancy Hendricks left 
last year.  Someone asked if the enrollment hotline was up…it is on the left hand side of 
web page.  Leslie will have it updated it for spring quarter.  It should be the same as fall 
and winter quarters in terms of enrollment unit limits. 
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2.  Dashboard Update – Diane Carter 
 
Diane asked how many actually used the Data Warehouse to a show of hands.  She said 
that one day Data Warehouse will go away when the corresponding Dashboard is 
implemented.  Go into BID (Bronco Interactive Dashboard); click on the icon to get to it.  
She talked about the class schedule; all faculty or staff has access to class schedule…no 
need to request access. For Finance, access must be requested through Budget Services.  
For Student Admissions, request access through the Data Warehouse access request form.  
You can view all the colleges but you can only drill into your own college if you don’t 
have access.  Student Registration also open to all faculty/staff.  Student Success you 
don’t see yet – they are in the process of building it as part of the graduation initiative.   
 
In class schedules the first tab is class schedule detail.  Download it to Excel and you can 
see exactly what is in Data Warehouse.  You can look up classes in a particular building 
to see what’s there.  If you want just a subject – you can look and multi-select multiple 
subjects and can download it from there. 
 
If you want OpenU, you can look it up through this setup (not on the old Data Warehouse 
site).  Room searches can be done thru this, commented Lita Patel.    Always hit “go” 
when looking for something on this database.  Ashley pointed out that it is not LIVE yet, 
so room searches may be 24 hours behind the current date. 
 
There is a low enrollment tab where you can drill down into the details.  It will show the 
enrollment in a given area.  Enrollment by Academic Group will show charts and data; 
later there will be more graphics.  Classes by Academic Group is another tab.  You can 
click anywhere for information.   
 
Lita wondered where to draw the information when checking a student’s class standing 
for a letter of recommendation.  Diane said probably from Active Student Report, 
although it’s not official.  There is not really a complete base of information for this. 
 
This is just another tool to use to find the data that you need.  You can save and make 
your own department your default.  Set your profiles.  You can download the info in 
Excel and use filters to sort out the information.  Eventually this site should be live and 
you just would need to refresh, said Diane.   
 
Return takes you back to the beginning.  Lita pointed out that it’s still 24 hours behind.  
“Peoplesoft is live, isn’t it?”asked Margel.  This was confirmed.  A new staff person 
asked “What is PeopleSoft?’  Several people gave brief descriptions regarding this.   
 
Diane mentioned that are still working out the bugs in this program…so they haven’t 
deleted the class schedule in Data Warehouse yet.  Let Diane know if there are any 
problems so they can handle them.   
 
Submitted by: 
Pamela Marsh 
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